LUMINOUS CROWN
This series is a hybrid election, emphasizing 5 digni"ed planets and luminaries simultaneously (Sun,
Moon, and Mars exalted, Venus and Saturn in rulership), all governing key houses and angles of the
chart. It is a powerhouse of mundane and magical potential, designed to be used over the long-term
to support Sovereign initiatives, Big Life Magic, self-development, leadership, resource generation,
manifestation, diplomacy, artistry, boundary reinforcement, and self-sustained success.
General: Bright, clear, warming, and powerful. Consolidates the auric body and acts as an
invocation of Self, with an emphasis on better, higher functioning qualities and characteristics than
may otherwise be the norm. Increases presence and contemplation. Encourages a grounded,
practical, productive, well-balanced, self-sustaining, and empowered state. Manage it well!
Side effects: Runs hot. May cause sleep disturbances. The energy is a lot. Don’t be a tyrant :)
Magical Applications: Use to activate sigils or in other spellwork, increasing manifestability. Anoint
self or objects before and during compatible ritual. Pre- or post- initiation. Before affirmations.
Keying to Speci"c Spheres + Topics: Application to oneself can be timed to the planetary days and
hours of the planet(s) or function(s) you’re most looking to tap into. Exploring it this way initially is
recommended, so you can get to know this dynamic, powerful energy piece by piece. It may take
some time to learn to run it productively and not be overwhelmed or get burned out, which is
where the growth + self-development component comes in. Once you know what it does and can
embody it well, it can be used as-needed to support mundane activities, similarly to the other series.
Sun: Sunday, and/ or hours of the Sun. Leadership, visibility, credit/ acknowledgement, congruence.
Selfhood, Sovereignty, how one is seen/ carries themselves, creative pursuits, fun. Radiant, hot.
Moon: Monday, and/ or hours of the Moon. Manifestation, care-taking, emotional stability, material
matters. The things you own, cash money, resources at your disposal, home base, family. Cooler.
Mars: Tuesday, and/ or hours of Mars. Competence, offense and defense, getting sh*t done, physical
activity. Support during arguments, when embattled. Finding power in masculine expression. Hot.
Venus: Friday, and/ or hours of Venus. Aesthetic and emotional appeal, glamour, artistry, charm,
drawing gifts, resources, and luxury. Self-love and appreciation. Sensual enjoyment. Diplomacy,
alliances, and outer relations. Finding power in feminine expression and modes of being. Cooler.
Saturn: Saturday, and/ or hours of Saturn. Boundary reinforcement, management, and discipline.
Practical, mature, oriented to the facts on the ground, and things as they are. Grounding, cooling.
Prayers: The Luminous Crown can be offered or applied in weekly celestial devotions or rituals
related to our 5 digni"ed spheres. The orphic hymns for each can be Googled, or write your own,
based on your personal needs and desires.
Layering: Can be used with other series to emphasize desired characteristics or reduce side effects.
Jupiter’s Bounty, Jupiter in Sagittarius, Venus, Regulus, Aldebaran, Mercury Cazimi, etc.
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